Pulse inversion harmonic imaging improves endocardial border visualization in two-dimensional images: comparison with harmonic imaging.
Pulse inversion harmonic imaging (PIHI) is a new modality that increases the detection of harmonic echoes and myocardial contrast by cancelling linearly transmitted signals. We tested whether PIHI improved the detection of endocardial borders in noncontrast 2-dimensional echocardiography. We compared PIHI with tissue harmonic imaging (THI), which decreases linearly transmitted signals using filters. Fundamental mode (FM) was compared with THI and PIHI in 50 consecutive patients. The global and segmental endocardial visualization scores measured with FM were significantly improved by using either THI or PIHI. The improvement of the global score compared with FM was slightly higher using PIHI than THI, because of an improved visualization of the base and the anterior wall with the PIHI technique compared with THI. The ratio of myocardial-to-cavity signal was similarly increased from FM with THI and PIHI. PIHI, a new modality for detection of myocardial contrast, can also be used for endocardial border visualization. It provides an improvement relative to THI for specific regions of the endocardium.